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Abstract(SH)
Levitate is designed to create a healthier work environment by providing a way of
entertaining a worker while not distracting them. To fulfill this task, the device needs to be
interesting and self-sufficient while not being overly flashy. To complete this task, Levitate is
designed so that it is able to lift a platform from rest using magnetism and that will be able to
stabilize itself using electromagnets. It initiates this process by lifting the permanent magnet
using servo motors. Then, the device is able to achieve stability through the use of hall sensors
feeding their results to the board controlling the electromagnets through a transfer function
designed to attain stability. Due to the natural instability of the field, there is a chance that the
platform will lose stability. As a result, the device will be able to automatically shut off if
stability is lost. By achieving levitation and stability, Levitate will be able to provide
entertainment in the workplace while minimally reducing productivity.

1. Problem Statement
1.1 Need:(SH)
Office desks tend to look empty and lack character. This causes the owners of said desks
to look boring. There needs to be an object to make the desk at least mildly entertaining.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average civilian spends 39% of their day sitting.
Thus, something that can fit on a desk that can also be entertaining but not distracting would be
very helpful to many people.
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1.2 Objective:(SH)
Levitate an object from rest and stabilize it using electromagnetism.The device and the
object being levitated will be able to be small enough to fit on a desk.
1.3 Background:(SH, IH)
Currently there are many types of levitating magnet devices on the market. Many of these
devices range in size of their base, the purpose of their use, and even the design of the device
itself. Some market device designs levitate a variety of items including disks, globes, and even a
replica of a human skull. Most of these devices use some form of electromagnet and control
circuit to levitate an object . The levitating platform will use similar techniques of
electromagnetic levitation that existing devices have, primarily the base magnets that levitates
the platform and electromagnets to stabilize it.
Due to Earnshaw’s theorem it is not possible to arrange a group of ferromagnets and
obtain stable levitation. There has to be some kind of trick employed in order to allow for stable
levitation. One way around Earnshaw’s theorem is to have a changing magnetic field. The use of
electromagnets, which are turning off and on as need can allow for stable levitation. In order to
achieve this stable levitation a system similar to US patent US20070170798A1 will be used. This
system uses permanent magnets to stablize the device in the vertical axis but uses electromagnets
to stabilize the device in the horizontal plane.
A control system will be needed to stabilize the levitation. Therefore there needs to be a
way of sensing the position of the levitated platform. One possible way of doing this would be
with hall effect sensors. Hall effect sensors could detect any change in the magnetic field. A Hall
effect sensor is able to take a reading of a magnetic field and output a corresponding voltage.
Honeywell, a company that designs and produces their own Hall effect sensors, describe their
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products operation below:
“In this generalized sensing device, the Hall sensor senses the field produced by the magnetic
system. The magnetic system responds to the physical quantity to be sensed (temperature,
pressure, position, etc.) through the input interface. The output interface converts the electrical
signal from the Hall sensor to a signal that meets the requirements of the
application.”(Honeywell)
With these sensors the system will have a constant feedback that will allow it to self adjust and
remain balanced. In a paper written for the 2017 Brazilian Power Electronics Conference
authors describe the issue of imbalance and how to remedy it.
“As any EML system, the electromagnetic platform is inherently unstable and requires a
feedback control loop of air gap and current.”(Alan D. de M. Endalecio, 2017)
In another paper written for the 2016 International Conference on Control, Instrumentation,

Communication and Computational Technologies they speak more on what it takes to balance a
simple steel ball using Newton’s law of motion.
“Above EML system is a combination of mechanical and electrical subsystems. Main
purpose of the system is to maintain the position (xb=Tb−x) of steel ball which is the actual
airgap by lifting the steel ball upward direction against the gravity. Using Newton's law of
motion and force body diagram, the force balance equation can be expressed as,

Mb(d2xb/dt2)+Fc=Mbg+Fd ” (Ravi V. Gandhi,2016)
One of the main attractions of this electromagnetically levitated platform that other
market devices don’t have, is the introduction of computer logic to the object being levitated.
The market electromagnet levitation devices are generic in the fact that they will levitate as
9

needed but they don’t offer much beyond this simple aspect. With better control over the system
the user will have more customizability. Features like illumination and rotation control could be
included with the help of programming. One of the more recent devices is a levitated
polyhedron[1]. The polyhedron is ornamental in nature allowing the owner to plant flowers in it
if they prefer and will slowly spin in place allowing the plant to receive sunlight on all sides. The
polyhedron levitation device lacks the same computer logic needed as other devices on the
market. Our levitating platform electromagnet system is first and foremost something that will
improve the work environment of the employee who purchases it. Boredom at work has been
shown to directly affect performance on the job as well as having potential negative impacts on
an employees health. (Mary L. Cummings, 2015)

1.4 Marketing Requirements:(SH)
1. Small enough to fit on a typical work desk
2. Ability to levitate an object at a predefined height
3. Ability to levitate with a load
4. Upon activation, no manual adjustment
5. Ability to shut off if stabilization is lost
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2. Engineering Requirements
2.1 Controls
2.1.1 Transfer Function(IH)
This system will utilize a transfer function to maintain stability and provide
corrections for the electromagnets. The input for the function will be based off of the
readings from the X and Y axis Hall Effect sensors. The reading from the Hall Effect
sensors is going to be around the mV range. The sensor reading is going to be the input
value for the function. It will calculate the correction signal and will send the result to the
electromagnets to correct the object position. The transfer function is given as follows:
𝑑 ∗ 𝑧2 + 𝑒 ∗ 𝑧❑ + 𝑓
𝐻(𝑧) =
𝑎 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑧2 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑧❑ + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑘

This equation is going to be rewritten for use for C code:
𝑦[𝑘] =

𝐾
1
∗ (𝑎 ∗ 𝑥[𝑘] + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑥[𝑘 − 1] + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑥[𝑘 − 2]) − ∗ (𝑒 ∗ 𝑦[𝑘 − 1] + 𝑓 ∗ 𝑦[𝑘 − 2])
𝑑
𝑑

The letter variables, a,b,c,d,e,f, and K are values that are changeable based on the
system components.

2.1.2 Control Circuit(IH)
In order for our system to be stabilized the poles of the system have to be within
the Unit circle. If you look at the root locus of the controller you can see that we are capable of
bringing the poles within the unit circle with a feedback gain of about 700.
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Figure: 2.1.2.1: Root Locus
We can also see that with a displacement of 1 mm the controller is capable of stabilizing
the system. It will get a spice Spike Voltage of 15 V to the electromagnets but quickly dies down
to less than a volt inorder to stabilize.

Figure: 2.1.2.2: Response to Displacement over time.
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Figure: 2.1.2.3: Voltage Response to displacement over time.

2.2 Circuits
2.2.1 Driver Circuit(RP)
In order to drive the electromagnets a driver circuit is required to increase the
accessible current required to operate the electromagnets. This circuit will utilize a
MCP4812-E/PDAC to convert the signal into a waveform followed by two UA741CP
Op Amps one for DC signal biasing and the other for increasing the current to the
electromagnets. The current magnification will be handled by incorporating a
TIP120(npn) and a TIP125(pnp) power transistor arranged in an emitter follower
configuration. The four electromagnets in the system will operate in pairs and each of the
pairs will require its own driver circuit.
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2.2.2 Current Measurements(RP)
The entire system needs to operate off of a 120V convenience outlet. Current
ratings of all components must not exceed 12 amps for continuous use in order to prevent
circuit breaker interruption. Two circuits will be needed to drive the two pairs of
electromagnets. Each electromagnet will operate off of 10V DC with an internal
resistance of 14ohms. Each circuit is expected to draw approximately 1.429A.
10𝑉𝐷𝐶
14Ω||14Ω

= 1.429𝐴(current draw per driver circuit)

2 × 1.429𝐴 = 2.858𝐴(total current draw for electromagnets)

Each servo motor to be used in the system has an operating current in between 15200mA. Utilizing four servo motors in parallel to raise the lifting magnet into its position
means the at full load this circuit will be operating under will be:
4 × 200𝑚𝐴 = 800𝑚𝐴

The rest of the components including the PIC24FJ1024GB610 board and the two
SS495A hall effect sensors current draw will negligible but the board has the ability to
provide three different voltages with the ability to operate under a load of 1.3A each
should future analysis reveal the need for additional components.

2.2.3 Power Supply(RP)
An AC/DC converter will be needed for the power supply in order to transform
the 120V AC power supply from a convenience outlet to a DC voltage suitable for the
system. The power supply will be required to supply a rail to rail voltage of -12VDC to
+12VDC in order to allow polarity reversal when operating the electromagnets.
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2.2.4 Motor(RP)
The four motors to be used in this system will be required to lift the permanent
magnet into position to lift the levitated platform. A ring magnet formed from arranging
10 rectangular magnets at 0.813oz ea. in a circle plus the weight of the levitated platform
1.33oz will be the load needed to be raised by the motors. The total weight to be lifted is:
10 × 0.813𝑜𝑧 + 1.33𝑜𝑧 = 9.46𝑜𝑧

Since this weight is such a small load the four motors to be used in this system will be
Parallax Continuous Rotation Servo Motors that have torque ratings of 38oz-in which
will be more than sufficient for the required need of this project.
2.3 Electronics
2.3.1 Sensors(RP)
Two Honeywell SS495A Hall Effect Position sensors will be utilized to allow the system
to keep track of the levitated platform and determine where corrections need to be made to retain
stability. Each sensor will take readings from its own axis on a 2-D plane in order to relay the
necessary information to the PIC24FJ1024GB610 board. From here the board can pulse the
electromagnets to make the corrections to the levitated platform.

2.3.2 Signal Processing(JM)
This device is going to utilize an Analog-to-Digital Converter and a Digital-to-Analog
Converter. The Analog-to-Digital Converter(ADC) being used is from the microprocessor
PIC24FJ1024GB610. This ADC has 24 channels which can operate in either 10-bit or 12-bit
modes. The device is going to require two channels, one for the x axis and one for the y axis. The
Hall Effect Sensors are going to be attached to these ADC channels, one per channel. The
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𝛥𝑉

standard quantization resolution is 2𝑛−1 where 𝛥𝑉 is the range of voltage of the device and the n
is given by the numbers of bits of the ADC.
The first aspect of this ADC to examine is which mode to use. Ideally, using 12-bit mode
allows more combinations but could be too many for this device’s purpose. The first mode to
check is the 10-bit mode. The voltage range of the microprocessor is 0~3.241 volts. Putting this
value and n=10 into the quantization resolution equation gives the following:
3.241
3.241
=
210 − 1 1023

Ideally, the Hall Sensor signals are going to be in the range of 2-3 volts. Which means that the
voltage range for the Hall Sensor is 1 volt. Dividing the Hall Sensor voltage change by the
quantization resolution gives the total number of combinations that can be made in 10-bit mode:
1
= 315
3.241
1023

There are 315 total combinations that can represent the voltage readings from 2 to 3 volts. Using
the same logic for the 12-bit mode shows the following:
3.241
3.241
1
=
→
= 1263
3.241
212 − 1 4095
4095

There are 1263 total numbers of combinations that can represent the voltage readings from 2 to 3
volts in 12-bit mode. These results show that 10-bit mode operation will have more than
combinations to represent the voltage range.
The next part of this is the sampling rate of the ADC. The sampling of the Hall Sensors is
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based off of the microprocessor system clock. The clock has a primary oscillator that operates at
2

32MHz. The sampling for the ADC is given as 𝑇𝑐𝑦 = 𝐹𝑜𝑠𝑐 where Fosc is the primary oscillator.
Calculated out and 𝑇𝑐𝑦 = 6.25 ∗ 10−8 𝑠 which is the fastest the ADC can sample. The
microprocessor can scale this sampling to 𝑇𝑐𝑦 = 4.96 ∗ 10−3 𝑠 which is the slowest the ADC can
sample. For this device’s purpose, the sampling rate needs to be set to 𝑇𝑐𝑦 = 1.25 ∗ 10−4. Based
on the range of the ADC this sampling rate can be achieved.
After the signal is read through the transfer function and the result is ready it will be sent
to the Digital-to-Analog Converter(DAC) through the use of the SPI module on the
microprocessor. The DAC being used is MCP4812 10-bit mode device. The main way this
device operates is through a 16-bit register. The first 4 bits is the command code informing the
device which channel to use and to use a x2 gain multiplier, this multiplier will be explained
later. The remaining 12-bits is the digital signal to be converted to an analog signal. This device
is a 10-bit device which means the last two bits are ignored when the signal is sent. After the
correction result is calculated by the transfer function it is divided by a resolution value for the
DAC given as follows:

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
2𝑛

where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference voltage from the DAC and the n is the

bit size. The reference voltage from the DAC is 2.048 volts, as stated in the datasheet. Using this
and the 10-bit size gives the following:
2.048
= 0.002
1024

This correction signal however is not going to be enough for this device and it requires a x2 gain
multiplier from the DAC itself. The reason why this signal needs the gain is because of the Hall
Sensor voltage range. The Hall Sensor naturally rests at 2.5 volts. This is either when the object
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is directly over the sensor or when there is nothing there. Using this value gives the following
correction to be sent:
2.5
= 1250
2.048
1024

1250 is the correction signal to be sent to the DAC. The issue with this is that 1250 requires 11bits to represent this number digitally. The DAC has only 10-bits to read the signal in. This
requires the use of the gain multiplier which changes the reference voltage from 2.048 volts to
4.096 volts. Using the new value for gives the following:
2.5
= 625
4.096
1024

625 is a correction signal that can be represented with 10-bits. This means that the signal will
successfully be sent without losing any bits. The highest signal that can be sent using this gain
multiplier is 4.096 volts which is more than enough for this device’s purpose. The correction
signal is going to be divided by this value to prepare sending it to the DAC. The correction signal
is then transmitted to the electromagnets by use of the SPI communication module.
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2.4 Magnetics
2.4.1 Coils(RP)
To determine the appropriate coil size needed for the electromagnet design the
internal inductance of the electromagnet needs to be known. This can be accomplished
by the following equation:
𝐿=𝜇

𝑁2𝐴
𝑙

L: inductance
µ: permeability of coil core
N: number of turns
A: surface area
L: length
2.4.2 Electromagnet Selection(RP)
Short electromagnets with wider diameters are preferred over longer skinnier
electromagnets in order to prevent flux leakage.
2.4.3 Lifting Magnets(IH)
In order to achieve a sufficient lifting force, permanent magnets are required. In
general permanent magnets have a larger magnetic field than electromagnets. This will
allow us to lift a larger amount at a greater distance without using any extra power. The
analysis for the size of magnets that will be needed was done using a FEMM, which is a
program that can calculate axisymmetric magnetic fields. The main lifting magnet was
decided to be a ring magnet. Ring magnets have a unique property that the polarity of
their magnetic field switches as the distance from the face of the magnet exceeds a
certain height.Using the below equation it was determined that the levitating platform
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could not exceed a height of 7cm.

A height of 7cm was determined because at that height the magnetic field B=0. If there is
no magnetic field then there can be no repulsive force. This was calculated using excel
and the below values for the equation.
B(T)

Br(T)

D(m)

Z(m)

Ra(m)

Ri(m)

-0.00011

1.23

0.03

0.07

0.13

0.11

Once a maximum height was determined FEMM was used to create a model for a
potential magnet layout.
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Picture 1: Magnetic Flux Lines
The above simulation shows that a magnetic flux density of our magnets using an
axisymmetric analysis. FEMM allows for the calculation of certain contours so the force
was calculated on the levitating magnet.
𝐹 =𝑚∗𝑎
17.4049𝑁 = 𝑚 ∗ 9.81 𝑚⁄𝑠 2

m=1.774kg @ a height of 2.2cm
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2.5 Embedded Systems
2.5.1 Microprocessor(SH,JM)
The processor that will be implemented in the project is the PIC24FJ1024GB610.
It can be operated using a C Compiler Optimized Instruction Set Architecture. The clock
of the system is operated by a 32MHz oscillator which can provide a sampling rate of
62.5ns. This microprocessor has multiple pin ports which are needed for this project.
There will need to be pins used analog to digital conversion, pins for servo motors, and
pins for SPI communication. This microprocessor has it’s pins organized in a collection
of ports. Ports A, B, C, D, E and F. Allotment of the pins in this manner means that one
system won’t cause issues with another. Port B pins are going to be used for analog
conversion. Port F pins are going to be used for the servo motors. Port D pins are going to
be used for SPI communication. The project will require two analog channels in order to
read the Hall Effect sensors. This system has the option of up to 24 analog channels
which will provide the required channels. One output pin, pin 50, will be used for the
four servo motors. The servo motors will receive an input voltage waveform which will
determine the speed and amount of rotation. Pins 23 and 24 will be used as the analog
channels. Pins 76, 72, and 81 will be used for SPI communication to the DAC.
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3. Engineering Requirements Specification(RP)

Table 3.1
Marketing
Requirements

Design Requirement

Justification

1,3

The entire system will be powered off a
supply that can provide a -12VDC to
+12VDC range.

This voltage range is
needed in order to allow
polarity reversal for the
voltage signal to the
electromagnets.

1,3

The maximum current draw of the
entire system will be less than 8A.

Totaling the maximum
current draw of each
component of the system
gives a value of less than
8A.

2,3,4

Due to the 3dB drop off point of the
electromagnet driver circuit sampling
speed will be 0.1msec or greater.

The maximum operating
frequency of the driver
circuit is 10kHz. Anything
above this distorts the
voltage signal.

2,3

The system will maintain a levitation
height of 1.8cm.

This height is reasonable
based off of magnetic field
constraints of the
permanent magnets.

2,3

The maximum weight of the levitated
load is 0.15kg.

This weight is reasonable
based off of the size
constraints.

4

The system will utilize two hall effect
sensors to detect horizontal
displacements of up to 1mm and still
return to stable levitation.

Allowing for displacements
greater than 1mm will
result in the system
requiring excessive power.

5

The system requires a safety measure to
ensure that extreme imbalances beyond
the realm of correction trigger a
shutdown event.

If the levitated platform
loses stability, the system
will go into a shutdown
process to prevent damage
to equipment.
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1

The size of the finished system will be
able to fit in a 12 ∈× 12 ∈× 12 ∈ space.

The device is meant for a
typical desk and shouldn’t
take up more than what is
required.

3,4

The system will use a discrete
controller instead of a continuous time
control circuit.

Continuous time
components are big and
expensive.

2,4

Four servo motors with torque ratings
of 37oz-in each will be used in this
system.

The torque rating of the
servo motors provides
more than enough force to
lift the less than 10oz load
into position.
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4. Engineering Standards Specification
Table 4.1
Standard

Use

Safety

NFPA 70e

This standard outlines electrical fires and
safety practices that will be referenced for
when the current is running through the
system.

Safety

Nec 310-16

This standard outlines electrical currents
and proper ampacities and will be
referenced for when calculating the
ampacities for the current in the system.

Communications

Programming Languages
Connector Standards

SPI

This is a short distance synchronous serial
communication specification that will be
used to facilitate communication between
the microprocessor and the DigitaltoAnalog converters.

C

C code programming specifications will be
used for implementing the microprocessor.

V DC Barrel
Jack
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This is a single pin barrel jack connector
that will provide voltage to the project.

5. Accepted Technical Design
5.1 Hardware Design:
Figure 5.1.1 Level 0 Block Diagram(JM)

Figure 5.1.2 Level 1 Block Diagram(JM)

Table 5.1.2.1 AC to DC Power Converter(RP)
Module

AC to DC Power Converter

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: 120V AC

Output

DC Voltage to supply power to:
● Embedded system
● Electromagnet driver

Description

The power supply will transform a 120V AC
voltage source into a DC voltage.
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Table 5.1.2.2 Embedded System(RP)
Module

Embedded System

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: DC Voltage from converter

Output

Signal to:
● Start stop electromagnet
Power to:
● Energize position sensors

Description

The embedded system will allow
communication between the necessary
components of the system and allow control
over these components to balance the levitated
load.

Table 5.1.2.3 Electromagnet Driver(IH)
Module

Electromagnet Driver

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Power: 12-24V DC from converter
Signal: Analog Signal

Output

Power: 12-24V DC

Description

The driver will be powered from the AC/DC
converter and takes signals from the
embedded system to drive the electromagnets
for stabilization.
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Table 5.1.2.4 Electromagnets(IH)
Module

Electromagnets

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Power: Power signal from driver

Output

Magnetic force

Description

The electromagnets will provide the balance
for the levitated load.

Table 5.1.2.5 Position Sensors(RP)
Module

Position Sensors

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: DC voltage

Output

Signal: DC voltage to communicate the
imbalance of the levitated load

Description

The position sensors will be powered off of
the embedded system and read disturbances in
the electromagnetic field..
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Figure 5.1.3 Level 2 Block Diagram(RP)

Table 5.1.3.1 AC to DC Power Converter(RP)
Module

AC to DC Power Converter

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: 120V AC

Output

DC Voltage to supply power:
● 9-15V DC Embedded system
● 12-24V DC Motor
● 12-24V DC Electromagnet driver

Description

The power supply will transform a 120V AC
voltage source into a DC voltage.
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Table 5.1.3.2 Button/Switch(RP)
Module

Button/Switch

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

User interaction

Output

Power: DC Voltage to the embedded system

Description

This button/switch will allow the user to turn
the system on and off.

Table 5.1.3.3 Embedded System(RP)
Module

Embedded System

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power:
● 9-15V DC from converter
● Voltage readings from position
sensors to determine imbalances

Output

Signal to: Start/stop motor
● Start stop electromagnet
Power to:
● Energize position sensors

Description

The embedded system will allow
communication between the necessary
components of the system and allow control
over these components to balance the levitated
load.
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Table 5.1.3.4 Position Sensors(RP)
Module

Position Sensors

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: DC voltage
Signal: Electromagnetic Field

Output

Signal: DC voltage to communicate the
imbalance of the levitated load

Description

The position sensors will be powered off of
the embedded system and read disturbances in
the electromagnetic field. It will then
communicate the disturbances back to the
embedded system to allow for corrections.

Table 5.1.3.5 Electromagnet Driver(IH)
Module

Electromagnet Driver

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Power: 12-24V DC from converter
Signal: Analog Signal

Output

Power: Power signal to drive electromagnets

Description

The driver will be powered from the AC/DC
converter and takes signals from the
embedded system to drive the electromagnets
for stabilization.
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Table 5.1.3.6 Electromagnets(IH)
Module

Electromagnets

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Voltage: 12-24V DC from driver
Current Draw: 0.5-2 A per electromagnet
Power: 10-45w per electromagnet

Output

Magnetic force to balance the levitated load

Description

The electromagnets will provide the balance
for the levitated load.

Table 5.1.3.7 Motor(RP)
Module

Motor

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: 12-24V DC, 0.5A, approx 12w

Output

Mechanical Force to raise the permanent
magnet to the desired position

Description

The motor will receive power from the motor
driver for positioning

Table 5.1.3.8 Permanent Magnet(IH)
Module

Permanent Magnet

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

The motor will lift the magnet into position

Output

Magnetic Force

Description

The permanent magnet will provide the main
lifting force to levitate the load.
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Table 5.1.3.9 Levitated Permanent Magnet(RP)
Module

Levitated Permanent Magnet

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Magnetic Force:
● Permanent magnet for main lifting
● Electromagnets for balancing

Output

Signal: Electromagnetic field

Description

The levitated load will raise to and remain at a
desired height after user interaction unless
extreme imbalance is detected or the user
shuts the system off.

Figure 5.1.4 Level 3 Block Diagram(RP)
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Table 5.1.4.1 AC to DC Power Converter(RP)
Module

AC to DC Power Converter

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: 120V AC

Output

DC Voltage to supply power:
● 9VDC to PIC24FJ1024GB610
● -12 to +12VDC to Electromagnet
driver circuit

Description

The power supply will transform a 120V AC
voltage source into a DC voltage.

Table 5.1.4.2 Button/Switch(RP)
Module

Button/Switch

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

User interaction

Output

Power: DC Voltage to the embedded
system(Pin 27)

Description

This button/switch will allow the user to turn
the system on and off.
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Table 5.1.4.3 Embedded System PIC24FJ1024GB610(RP)
Module

Embedded System PIC24FJ1024GB610

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power:
● 9VDC from converter
● Voltage readings from position
sensors to determine imbalances(Pin
23 & 24)

Output

Signal to:
● Start/stop motor(Pins 41-44)
● Start/stop electromagnet driver
circuit(Pin 25 &26)
Power to:
● Energize X&Y axis SS495A Hall
Effect Sensors

Description

The PIC24FJ1024GB610 board will allow
communication between the necessary
components of the system and allow control
over these components to balance the levitated
permanent magnet.

Table 5.1.4.4 X&Y axis SS495A Hall Effect Sensors(RP)
Module

X&Y axis SS495A Hall Effect Sensors

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Power: 5VDC
Signal: Electromagnetic Field

Output

Signal: DC voltage to communicate the
imbalance of the levitated load(Pin 23 & 24)

Description

The position sensors will be powered off of
the PIC24FJ1024GB610 board and read
disturbances in the electromagnetic field. It
will then communicate the disturbances back
to the PIC24FJ1024GB610 to allow for
corrections.
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Table 5.1.4.5 X&Y axis Electromagnet Driver Circuit(IH)
Module

X&Y axis Electromagnet Driver Circuit

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Power: -12 to +12VDC from converter
Signal: Analog Signal

Output

Power: Power signal to drive electromagnets

Description

The driver will be powered from the AC/DC
converter and takes signals from the
embedded system to drive the electromagnets
for stabilization.

Table 5.1.4.6 X&Y axis Electromagnets Pairs(IH)
Module

X&Y axis Electromagnets Pairs

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

Voltage: -10 to +10VDC from driver circuit
Current Draw: 1.43 A per electromagnet pair

Output

Magnetic force to balance the levitated
permanent magnet

Description

The electromagnets will provide the balance
for the levitated permanent magnet.
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Table 5.1.4.7 Parallax Servo Motors(RP)
Module

Parallax Servo Motor

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Voltage: 4-6VDC(Pin 41-44)
Current Draw: 200mA ea.

Output

Mechanical Force to raise the permanent
magnet ring to the desired position

Description

The motor will receive power from the motor
driver for positioning

Table 5.1.4.8 Lifting of Permanent Magnet Ring(IH)
Module

Lifting of Permanent Magnet Ring

Designer

Isaac Hammonds

Inputs

The motor will lift the magnet into position

Output

Magnetic Force

Description

The permanent magnet ring will provide the
main lifting force to levitate the permanent
magnet.
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Table 5.1.4.9 Levitated Permanent Magnet(RP)
Module

Levitated Permanent Magnet

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Magnetic Force:
● Permanent magnet for main lifting
● Electromagnets for balancing

Output

Signal: Electromagnetic field

Description

The levitated permanent magnet will raise to
and remain at a desired height after user
interaction unless extreme imbalance is
detected or the user shuts the system off.

Table 5.1.4.10 X&Y axis MCP4725 D/A Converter(RP)
Module

X&Y axis MCP4812-E/P D/A Converter

Designer

Russell Pease

Inputs

Voltage: 2.5VDC with a 2.5VDC offset
(Pin 25 & 26)

Output

Voltage: 0-5VDC Analog Signal

Description

The D/A Converters will take in a digital
signal from the PIC24FJ1024GB610 board
and send out an analog signal that will allow
better control of the electromagnet pairs.
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Figure 5.1.5 Electromagnet Driver Circuit Schematic

Figure 5.1.6 Electromagnet Driver Circuit Output Voltage
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Figure 5.1.7 Housing for Finished Project

5.2 Software Design:
40

Figure 5.2.1 Level 0 Flow Chart(SH)

Figure 5.2.2 Level 1 Flow Chart(SH, JM)
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Figure 5.2.3 Level 2 Flow Chart(SH, JM)
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Figure 5.2.4 Level 3 Flow Chart(JM,SH)

5.2.5 Levitate Software Theory of Operation(JM)
The software block diagram for levitate is shown above in figure 5.2.4. In it’s idle state, the
system will be waiting for an input from the button being pressed. Once the button is pressed it
will raise the platform while ensuring stability of the object. The system will be continuously
reading the Hall Effect sensors for the object placement. The readings will be read from analog
channels two and three and converted to digital values. These values will be sent to the transfer
function to calculate the correction signal. The correction will be sent by use of SPI
communication to the DAC. The DAC reads the signals and powers the corresponding
electromagnets to correct the object. If the object is too far off either axis, the device platform
will lower. The platform can also lower if the user presses the button.
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5.2.2 Code/Pseudo Code(JM,SH)
main.c file:

44

45

46
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48
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config.h file:
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Function: Microsecond Delay from main.c, code lines 19-24 (JM/SH)
void us_delay(int us)
{
T1CON=0x8030;
TMR1=0;
while(TMR2<us*16);
}

This function is used to delay the system by a certain number of microseconds. The input
for this function is the amount of microseconds the user wishes to delay the system by. The
function uses 16-bit Timer 1 from the PIC24FJ1024GB610 microprocessor. The timer is set with
a prescale of 256 and uses the Secondary Oscillator. It is initialized at zero to reset the value of
the timer. The numerical value of 16 was calculated using the formula:

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
1
∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑟
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

. Here the

delay time is 1us, prescaler is 1, and clock is 16MHz. This value can change depending on the
user’s need.
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Function: Millisecond Delay from main.c, code lines 28-33(JM/SH)
void ms_delay(int ms)
{
T2CON=0x8030;
TMR2=0;
while(TMR1<ms*63);
}

This function is used to delay the system by a certain number of milliseconds. The input
for this function is going to be the amount of milliseconds the user wishes to delay the system
by. The function uses 32-bit Timer 2 from the PIC24FJ1024GB610 microprocessor. This timer is
set with a prescaler of 256 and uses the Secondary Oscillator. It is initialized at zero clearing any
previous values and resetting the timer. The numerical value is calculated much like the
microsecond delay using the same formula:

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
1
∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑟
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

. The clock is the same at 16MHz and

the delay time is 1ms. However the prescale is set to 256. The value can change depending on
the user’s needs.

Function: Transfer Function from main.c, code lines 37-48(JM)
int TF(int signal)
{
float a, b, c, d, e, f, i;
a=1, b=-1.8, c=0.81, d=1, e=-1, f=0, i=200;
xk=signal;
yk=(i/d)*(a*xk+b*xkm1+c*xkm2)-(1/d)*(e*ykm1+f*ykm2);
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xkm2=xkm1;
xkm1=xk;
ykm2=ykm1;
ykm1=yk;
return yk;
}
This function is the transfer function for the correction for the electromagnets. It takes in
a signal value that is the signal from the Hall Sensors. All the states for the transfer function are
initialized as global variables to maintain the change in states as time goes on. The states xk and
yk are the current states, xk being the input and yk being the output. The remaining states are
past values being saved for future use, xkm1 is the saved value for xk and so on for both x and y.
After the correction is calculated through the function the output yk is returned as the correction
to the electromagnets.

Function: ReadADC from main.c, code lines 51-60(JM)
int ReadADC(int ch)
{
AD1CHS=ch;
AD1CON1bits.SAMP=1;
us_delay(10);
AD1CON1bits.SAMP=0;
us_delay(10);
while(!AD1CON1bits.DONE){};
return ADC1BUF0;
}

This function is used to read the Analog-to-Digital converter channel. The channel for
reading will be selected at another location and sent to this function. The only parameter being
passed in is the channel to read. It sets the AD1CON1bits.SAMP to 1 which starts the sampling
of the channel. It will then delay for 10 microseconds while it reads the channel and stores the
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values in a buffer. 10 is a chosen value that can be changed depending on the user’s needs. After
the delay the SAMP bit is set to 0 which stops the sampling of the channel. The while loop will
then run the conversion of the readings and store the digital value in the same buffer. The value
returned is the digital converted value from the analog channel. This function can be used for
multiple channels depending on the user selection.

Function: Servo_90 from main.c, code lines 65-76(SH)
void Servo_90()
{
int i = 0; //Loop parameter
while (i < 10) //While loop to create an input waveform of 100 Hz
{
TRISB = 0x0000; //PortB is an output
ms_delay(10);
TRISB = 0xFFFF; //PortB is an input (to set input to 0)
ms_delay(10);
i++; //Incrementing loop parameter
}
}
This function is implemented to rotate a Parallax Continuous Rotation Servo 90 degrees.
It does this by sending an input signal of 100 Hz while the loop is going. This signal is created
by setting the output from 1 to 0 over the frequency by implementing the previously shown
ms_delay function. This function can be changed to rotate the servo more or less by adjusting the
amount of waveforms coming in using the while loop. Furthermore, it can be changed to make
the servo go in the opposite direction by changing the frequency of the input signal by adjusting
the ms_delay function input which is shown in the next function.
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Function: Servo_90R() from main.c, code lines 81-92(SH)
void Servo_90R()
{
int i = 0; //Loop parameter
while (i < 275) //While loop to create an input waveform of 1000 Hz
{
TRISF = 0x0000; //PortC is an output
ms_delay(1);
TRISF = 0xFFFF; //PortC is an input (to set input to 0)
ms_delay(1);
i++; //Incrementing loop parameter
}
}
This function is implemented to rotate a Parallax Continuous Rotation Servo 90 degrees
in the opposite direction of the previous function. It does this by sending an input signal of 1000
Hz while the loop is going. This signal is created by setting the output from 1 to 0 over the
frequency by implementing the previously shown ms_delay function. This function can be
changed to rotate the servo more or less by adjusting the amount of loops in the while loop. This
is similar to the Servo_90() except that it rotates the servo in the opposite direction.

Function: main from main.c, code lines 99-282(JM/SH)

Variable initialization, code lines 102-110(JM)

float xaxis=0, yaxis=0, sigX=0, sigY=0;
float scaler=0, xcorr=0, ycorr=0;
//Values for SPI communication
unsigned int valx;
unsigned int valy;
unsigned int x;
unsigned int y;
//count integer for startup and shut down procedures
int count=0;
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These variables are initialized here for use later in the project. The float variables are
used for the ADC and the unsigned int variables are used for SPI communication. The final int
value is used for the start-up/shutdown procedures.

ADC initialization, code lines 112-135(JM)

ANSB=0xFFFF;//Sets Analog along Port B pins
TRISD=0x2000;//sets channels to analog
//Start up procedures for ADC
AD1CON1=0x0000;
/*
* AD1CON1 Settings
* 10-bit operation
* Absolute decimal result, unsigned, right justified
* SAMP cleared by software
*/
AD1CON2=0x0000;
/*
* AD1CON2 Settings
* result buffer treated as FIFO
* Does not scan inputs
*/
AD1CSSL=0x000C;//selects which channels to read
AD1CON3=0x08FA;
/*
* AD1CON3 Settings
* Tad = 3*Tcy
*/
AD1CON1bits.ADON=1;//Turns on ADC
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This section of the code initializes the Analog-to-Digital converter on the
PIC24FJ1024GB610 microprocessor. ANSB and TRISD set up the B port pins as analog
channels. They can operate both on input and output though for this project only input is
required. AD1CON1 register sets the ADC to operate in 10-bit mode with the results set as an
absolute decimal result justified to the right side. AD1CON2 register sets the ADC to treat teh
result buffer of the system as a FIFO and does not scan the multiple inputs. The ADC on this
device has the option to scan through several analog channels automatically. To allow for greater
control of channel selection, the choice will be coded into the program. AD1CSSL register is set
for analog channels two and three to be active. AD1CON3 is setting the clock to be derived from
the system and the sampling time to be 3*Tcy for the TAD value. In general, the Tcy is the clock
time of the microprocessor. TAD is the analog converter time. It is the timing of the system that
gives the best throughput for the converter. The AD1CON1bits.ADON turns on the converter.

SPI communication initialization, code lines 142-170(JM)
RPOR12bits.RP24R=0x0008;//Pin 76--D1--Serial CLK Out
RPOR5bits.RP11R=0x0007;//Pin 72--D0--Serial Data Out
RPOR12bits.RP25R = 0x0009;//Pin 81--D4--Slave Select
SPI1BRGL=511;//Baud rate
SPI1STATLbits.SPIROV=0;//clears overflow bit
SPI1CON1L=0x0662;
/*
SPI Communication Settings:
* 16-bit operation
* Input data is sampled at end of output time
* Transmission happens on Idle to Active CLK states
* CLK Idle state is high, Active is low
* Master Mode
*/
SPI1IMSKL=0;
/*
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* Clears interrupt registers
*/
SPI1STATLbits.SPITBE=1;
/*
*Clears Transmit Buffer
*/
SPI1CON1Lbits.SPIEN=1;
/*
* Turns SPI module on
*/
//SS1 bit is taken high
PORTDbits.RD4=1;

This section of the code shows the initialization of the SPI communication. For this
project, the SPI communication only requires the slave select, serial data out, and serial clock out
pins. There is no data that is being sent back to the master device which means that the serial
data in pin is not required. The three pins that will be required are going to be from the
remappable peripheral pins. The command codes above show them being reprogrammed for use.
SPI1BRGL register is the baud rate of the SPI. It is set to 511 because this is the slowest
communication rate that the module can operate at. This allows for the SPI module and ADC
modules to align. SPI1STATLbits.SPIROV is the overflow bit which is cleared during
initialization to remove any previous overflow flags. SPI1CONL register sets the SPI1 module to
operate in 16-bit mode. This is because the DAC that is being communicated with requires 16bits. The register also sets the data being inputted to be sampled at the end of output time. This
part is the most important part of SPI communication. The transmission of a bit happens on a
transition from an idle clock state to an active clock state and the clock idle state is high and
active is low. These settings are important because the DAC receives data in high, idle state. It is
important to have master and slave modules speaking on the same type of states. SPI1MSKL is
the interrupt register which clears any previous interrupt flags. SPI1STATLbits.SPITBE clears
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the transmission buffer of any previous messages. SPI1CON1Lbits.SPIEN bit turns the module
on. The final step is to set the slave select bit high. For this slave module, the module line is
driven low when a message is being read in and driven high when the module is not in use.

Startup and shutdown procedures, code lines 172-190(SH)
scaler=3.241/1023;
while(1)
{
//if statement for start up
//if count is zero, platform will raise
//if count is one platform will lower
if(PORTDbits.RD13==0)
{
if(count==1)
{
Servo_90R();//lowers platform
count=0;
}
else
{
Servo_90();//raises platform
count=1;
}
}
This part of the main.h file is the part that raises and lowers the platform at the user input.
The scaler is the quantization resolution for the analog converter. 3.3 is the voltage of the
microprocessor and 1024 is the total possible numbers that could be read from the channel. It can
be easier to consider it as 2𝑏 where b is the number of bits that the converter is using. This value
is what regularizes the signal from the ADC. The next part is inside the while loop. The if
statement is waiting for the user to depress a button. If the user presses the button the next if
statement checks for the count variable. If this variable is zero, the platform will raise and set
count to one. If it is one, the platform will lower and set count to zero.
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Reading the ADC channels, code lines 192-198(JM)
sigX=ReadADC(2);//Pin 23--Analog channel 2
us_delay(10);
sigY=ReadADC(3);//Pin 22--Analog channel 3
us_delay(10);
//The signal is normalized with scaler
xaxis=(sigX*scaler);
yaxis=(sigY*scaler);
This section of main.h covers the reading of the ADC. Analog channels two and three are
sent to the ReadADC function and the analog signal is saved in the corresponding values. These
values are normalized with the scalar value for use for the transfer function.

Emergency shutdown procedures, code lines 202-211(JM/SH)
if(xaxis<2 || xaxis>3)
{
Servo_90R();
count=0;
}
if(yaxis<2 || yaxis>3)
{
Servo_90R();
count=0;
}
This is the emergency shutdown procedure. The if statements are checking the x and y
axis values against a threshold. If the reading from either axis is outside a 2-3 volt range, the
platform lowers and count is set to zero. This voltage range was decided upon as this was the
safe range the object can move in those axis directions. This would effectively lower the primary
magnet and return the device to its original state.
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Preparing the correction signal, code lines 213-244(JM)
xaxis=2.5-xaxis;
yaxis=2.5-yaxis;
xcorr=TF(xaxis);
ycorr=TF(yaxis);
//Result is normalized to send to Emag
if(xcorr<0)
{
xcorr=2.5;
}
if((2.5+xcorr)>4)
{
xcorr=4;
}
else
{
xcorr=2.5+xcorr;
}
if(ycorr<0)
{
ycorr=2.5;
}
if((2.5+ycorr)>4)
{
ycorr=4;
}
else
{
ycorr=2.5+ycorr;
}
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This is where the signal from the ADC is sent to the transfer function and the correction
signal is prepared to be sent. The main electrical system has an additional 2.5 volts for operation.
This 2.5 voltage is subtracted from the x and y axis signals so that the main thing being read into
the transfer function is the change in the magnetic field. The corrections for both x and y are
stored in their appropriate places and they are sent to be normalized. This normalization is
required as 2.5 needs to be added to the correction signal. The maximum voltage that the DAC
can operate at is 4 volts. The purpose of all the if statements is to ensure that the proper voltage
is sent to the DAC. The first if statement for both x and y checks for negative values as the DAC
can’t operate with a negative voltage. The next if statement checks both for a correction signal
higher than 4 volts. If it is higher it sets the correction signal to 4 volts. If the first two statements
aren’t met, the signal being sent has 2.5 added to it.

SPI communication, code lines 249-282(JM)
valx=xcorr/0.004;
//valx is left shifted by 2 because of
//device restrictions
valx=valx<<2;
//x correction signal is or'ed with the valx
//which will give the actual value to send to
//DAC channel a
x=(0x1000) | valx;
//Y correction is divided by resolution
//value as given as 2.048/1024=0.004
valy=ycorr/0.004;
//valy is left shifted by 2 because of
//device restrictions
valy=valy<<2;
//y correction signal is or'ed with the valy
//which will give the actual value to send to
//DAC channel b
y=(0xD000) | valy;
//SPI communication of x correction signal
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PORTDbits.RD4=0;
SPI1BUFL=x;
while(SPI1STATLbits.SPIBUSY==1);
PORTDbits.RD4=1;
//SPI communication of y correction signal
PORTDbits.RD4=0;
SPI1BUFL=y;
while(SPI1STATLbits.SPIBUSY==1);
PORTDbits.RD4=1;
}
}
The last part of this file is the SPI communication. The procedures for x and y correction
signals are similar. The correction signal is divided by the resolution value of 0.004. This value
is then shifted left by two because of the device restrictions. Finally the signal is logically or’ed
with the command signal for the DAC. The last part of this code is the transmission of the
correction signal. The slave select line is driven low activating the DAC module. The signal is
sent to the SPI1BUFL buffer. The while statement will pause the code allowing the signal to be
transmitted. Finally the slave select is driven high allowing the DAC to complete its task. This
procedure is the same for x and y correction signals. The only difference is that x is sent to DAC
channel a and y is sent to DAC channel b.
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6. Mechanical Sketch: Figure 6.1(IH)
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8. Parts List(RP)

Parts List Table 8.1(RP)
Quantity

Ref. Designator

Part No.

Description

6

Op Amp

UA741CP

Operational
Amplifier

2

𝑄𝑛𝑝𝑛

NTE186

NPN Power
Transistor

2

𝑄𝑛𝑝𝑛

TIP120

NPN Power
Transistor

2

𝑄𝑝𝑛𝑝

NTE187

PNP Power
Transistor

2

𝑄𝑝𝑛𝑝

TIP125

PNP Power
Transistor

10

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑅

BX884

Rectangular
Permanent Magnet

3

MagC22

DX22

Cylindrical
Permanent Magnet

1

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝐶44

DX44

Cylindrical
Permanent Magnet

5

𝐷𝐴𝐶

MCP4812-E/P

Digital to Analog
Converter

2

𝐻𝑆

SS495A

Hall Effect Sensor

2

𝑅33𝑘

691227

33kΩ, 0.25w Resistor

4

𝑅15𝑘

691147

15kΩ, 0.25w Resistor

4

𝑅10𝑘

691104

10kΩ, 0.25w Resistor

4

𝑅1.5𝑘

690902

1.5kΩ, 0.25w
Resistor

4

M1

900-00005

Servo Motors
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4

M2

900-00008

Continuous Servo
Motors

2

PIC

PIC24FJ1024GB610I/PT

16-bit
Microcontroller

5

EC

1370845

Electromagnet Coil

Materials Budget 8.2(RP)
Quantity

Part No.

Description

Unit Cost

Total Cost

6

UA741CP

Operational
Amplifier

N/A

N/A

2

NTE186

NPN Power
Transistor

N/A

N/A

4

TIP120

NPN Power
Transistor

$0.53

$2.12

2

NTE187

PNP Power
Transistor

N/A

N/A

4

TIP125

PNP Power
Transistor

$0.53

$2.12

10

BX884

Rectangular
Permanent
Magnet

$5.67

$56.70

3

DX 22

Cylindrical
Permanent
Magnet

$4.12

$12.36

1

DX44

Cylindrical
Permanent
Magnet

$8.84

$8.84

5

MCP4812-E/P

Digital to
Analog
Converter

$2.11

$10.55

2

SS495A

Hall Effect
Sensor

$2.15

$4.30
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2

691227

33kΩ, 0.25w
Resistor

N/A

N/A

4

691147

15kΩ, 0.25w
Resistor

N/A

N/A

4

691104

10kΩ, 0.25w
Resistor

N/A

N/A

4

690902

1.5kΩ, 0.25w
Resistor

N/A

N/A

4

900-00005

Servo Motors

$13.98

$55.92

4

900-00008

Continuous
Servo Motors

$17.99

$71.96

2

PIC24FJ1024GB
610-I/PT

16-bit
Microcontroller

$4.70

$9.40

5

1370845

Electromagnet
Coil

$4.50

$22.50
$256.77
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9. Project Schedules:(SH)
Fall Semester Schedule 9.1
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70

Spring Semester Schedule 9.2
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations (IH)
This project was on schedule to be completed, however due to the COVID-19 pandemic
it will not be finished and fully implemented by the end of the 2020 spring semester. The
Subsystems were implemented and are working as anticipated. The raising mechanism operated
to lift the levitated platform into position. The ring magnet demonstrated the capability to lift the
desired load. The Hall effect sensors could give a two dimensional positioning of the platform.
The driver circuit demonstrated it could power the electromagnets, and the required signal
conditioning was applied to operate the Analog to Digital Conversion and allow for a feedback
controller. The only system that was not physically tested was the control algorithm. This was
not tested because a full implementation would be needed in order to do so. However, system
simulation shows that the control algorithm would stabilize the system.
We were able to accomplish a lot during this design project. Some of the highlights
occurred when we were able to work together and combine our subsystems. For example Russell
and Stephen worked together to design the lifting mechanism. Russell acted as the hardware
design and Stephen focused on the programming. Their work effort combined allowed for the
lifting mechanism to come together. Another example was the control circuit. Joe worked on the
signal conditioning and programming while Isaac designed the control algorithm. This allowed
for the feedback controller to be implemented. We were able to get the most progress done when
we worked together to accomplish goals. Hopefully the work and steps of this project will be
helpful for future hobbyists or future students who wish to finish or improve upon our designs.
We recommend to future students that you embrace a project that appeals to your interest, so you
are motivated to learn and finish your project
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